October 2021

A Message from Our VP
What I think you should know about the Division and Kevin Durant.

Immersed in the Longhorn Life
From fun activities to cultural events, outreach and education to recreation our team is on campus, showing our students how to live the Longhorn life just take a look!
New Living the Longhorn Life Podcast
Tune into the latest episode to hear about the live music and events returning to the iconic Cactus Caf.

Education in Action
Our team was out and about connecting with students about health, hazing and suicide prevention. See what's up next!

Last Chance to Win!
Time is running out to enter the vaccine incentive program today to be included in the last prize drawing this Friday, Oct. 8.

Connecting with Alumni
Check out the innovative ways our development team is staying in touch with alumni.

Special Consultant on Faculty Relations
This well-respected scholar has a rich history on our campus.